BYE BYE BLACKBIRD
As recorded by Tommy Emmanuel
(From the 2006 Album UP CLOSE)

Transcribed by H. Koll
Arranged by Tommy Emmanuel

Performance Notes

Thumbpick

\[ j = 168 \]

---

**Transcription**: The transcription includes the following chords and notes:

- **C**: The chord C is written with the finger positions for the root note C.
- **D7**: The chord D7 is written with the finger positions for the root note D.
- **G7**: The chord G7 is written with the finger positions for the root note G.
- **G9sus4**: The chord G9sus4 is written with the finger positions for the root note G.
- **A7+5**: The chord A7+5 is written with the finger positions for the root note A.
- **A7**: The chord A7 is written with the finger positions for the root note A.
- **Dm7**: The chord Dm7 is written with the finger positions for the root note D.
- **D7**: The chord D7 is written with the finger positions for the root note D.

---

**Notes**: The transcription is marked with performance notes indicating the use of a thumbpick.

---

**Tab**: The tablature includes fingerings for each string and fret, indicating the exact notes to be played.

---
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